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uestion

b)

.i
Compare between "under, critically and over damped" systems.

constant k,= 125 I'{/m anda damping constant b :0.4 Nm-'s. Determine the amplitude

of the vibration just after 1+ i>!^) 10 complete cycles, where the amplitude of the

undamped oscillator ts 5 cm.

Qucstion 2: 18 marl6

Prove that the pressure amplitude of the periodic sound wave in a medium is directly

proportional to the density of that medium.

Describe and explain sound level in decibeis'

n rirr*ia.f-*"*-t*u.li"g tn th. p"uti". r d*.tff nut utnptituO* of iS'O cm, a

wavelength of 40.0 cm, and a frequency of 8.00 Hz. The vertical position of an

element of the medium at t:0 and x:0 is also 15.0 cm. (a) Find k, T, a, v of the

wave. (b) Find ( andwrite the general expression for the wave function'

uestion 3: 18 marks)

DistributionoftheDouble-S1itInterfefencePattern,' '

Why ir it t" **h .^'i"t t" p*fbt- i^t*fet.n.e experiments with a

ordinary light source?

)b

c

a)

bj

C"rc"f"t of -touP-bubbie film (n

constructive interference in the reflected light if the film is

whose wavelength in free space is l, = 600 nm. b) What if the

Does this situation produce constructive interference?

: '1u39) that results in

illuminated with light

film is twice as thick?



uestion

ttght 
"f 

*"t.t.ng1h SSO nm is used to view an object under a microscope. If the

aperture of the objective has a diameter of 0.900 cm, (a) what is the iimiting angle of

resolution? (b) If it were possible to use visible light of any wavelength, what would

be the maximum limit of resolution for this microscope? c) Suppose that water (n :

1.33) fills the space between the object and the objective. What effect does this have

on resolving power when 589-nm light is used?

c) Two waves traveling in opposite directions produce a standing wave. The individual

wave functions are:

y1 : (4.\cm) sin(3.0x - 2.0t) y2: (4.Icm) sin(3 .0x + 2.At)

where x and y are measured in centimeters. (a) Find the amplitude of the simple

harmonic motion of the element of the medium located at x : 2.3 cm. (b) Find the

positions of the nodes and antinodes if one end of the string is at x: 0. (c) What is the

maximum value of the position in the simple harmonic motion of an element located

at an antinode?

Question 5: 18 marks

Describe and explain "Malus's law" with drawing.

De scribe and explain "Polari zation by Refl ection"

by this solution when filling a polarimeter tube of length 2A cm, was found to be

1i.3., find the percentage of this sample (specific rotation of sugar for sodium light is

66.5' ,* 's'
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Describe and explain: Standing Wbves in a String Fixed at Both Ends:
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